
Appendix 2 

Ubico Corporate Update 

1. Health & Safety & Environmental Compliance 

1.1. Keeping Ubico workforce safe will always be the company’s first priority and highest 

risk. 

1.2. Ubico achieved certification on the International Standard for Health and Safety 

(ISO45001) in April 2019 representing a significant milestone for the company. Achieving 

and embedding this ISO standard has been a core priority for 2019/20. 

1.3. Ubico received recertification in April 2020 following an official audit showing only one 

opportunity for Improvement (OFI)  

1.5. Ubico achieved certification on the International Standard for Environmental 

management systems (ISO14001) in March 2017. Recertification following an official audit 

was gained in Jan 2020.  

1.6. On-going enhancement of the Ubico’s compliance function progressed in 2019/20 

including scheduled internal Health & Safety audits as a means of driving a culture of health 

and safety and continued improvement. 

1.7. Incident Review Meetings are held after all reportable incidents to ensure and maintain 

the health, safety and compliance of Ubico Ltd, its employees and any contractors or public 

who interact with the company. They provide a mechanism to review existing processes, 

procedures following an incident to ensure they are appropriate and identify opportunities for 

continuous improvement or interventions that will improve health, safety and compliance and 

reduce the likelihood of incidents occurring. 

1.8. For the period 2019 – 2020 6 incident reviews have been undertaken by the Compliance 

function following RIDDOR reportable incidents at this location.  The findings and 

recommendations following each review is shared with the Senior Management team and 

common trends of recommendations include retraining,  a review of risk assessments & safe 

systems of work, issuing of Tool Box Talks and reinforcing of messages to colleagues in 

relation to reporting of incidents and RIDDOR reportable incidents 

1.9. Continuous Professional Development by Ubico managers has involved gaining industry 

recognised certification as technically competent Waste managers (COTC) to ensure all 

waste is handled in a compliant manner as per Environmental Agency regulations. 

1.10. Ubico gained approval from the regulatory body overseeing the Driver Certificate of 

Professional Competence (DCPC) to present its own course dealing with H&S activities 

specific to the waste industry. At the time of approval this was the only course of its type in 

the country 

1.11. Ubico retained and renewed its current certifications for CHAS & EXOR. 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Technology 

2.1. Ubico continues to operate day-to-day collections and maintenance with a largely 

manual paper-based process. Improvement is required on both software and hardware 

systems to make them more effective, efficient and improve the management information 

provided to staff.  

2.2. Vehicle procurement specifications now include telematics that can monitor driver 

behaviour as well as providing vehicle technicians with information on parts requiring 

replacement. 

2.3 Ubico partners have expressed an interest in systems that will enable real time 

information on rounds to be communicated to customer relations teams and to enable 

responses to issues to be timely and limit the need for residents to contact TBC.  

2.4 A main action in 2021-22 will be to identify and procure new technology undertaken in a 

coordinated and joined-up manner so that the company does not have an inefficient legacy 

of multiple different software systems. 

2.5. It is anticipated that any new system will incorporate additional features such as training 

databases, performance indicators and stock management capabilities to further modernise 

Ubico processes. 

 

3. Finance & Transparency 

3.1. Ubico’s partnership sum setting process was developed with assistance from the 

finance team at TBC, it the implementation and process has been well received across all 

partners. Ubico continues to seek improvement by identifying and agreeing financial 

assumptions with partners to measure the contract sums against to produce increasingly 

accurate forecasts throughout the year. 

 

4. Performance Reporting 

4.1. In 2020-21, Ubico will continue to refine and improve its reporting, ideally through a 

centralised system. The company still aims to streamline and harmonise reporting to make it 

more efficient, however, this is dependent on partners agreeing to a more standardised 

metrics and, at present, commissioners are retaining bespoke local measures. 

 

5. Vehicles & Assets 

5.1. Ubico is still not currently maximising the use of the vehicles or assets that it operates. 

Retaining vehicle assets under shareholder ownership creates barriers to commercial 

success, leads to inefficiency and can expose shareholders to greater financial risk if vehicle 

costs remain in silos within each individual contract. 

 

 

 



5.2. While some sharing of vehicles has taken place between shareholding authorities, the 

full potential of the vehicle assets that Ubico operates is yet to be realised. By Ubico 

managing assets more effectively it will increase the company’s ability to deploy vehicles 

based on need and to use them more widely for commercial purposes. Improved 

management or ownership of vehicles will help to: 

 Smooth the costs of maintenance through a seven year fleet cycle across contracts 

 Reduce the reliance and financial impact of hire vehicles 

 Increase resilience 

 Increase commercial use 

5.3. Ubico’s other key resources are its operational depots. Again, the commercial value of 

these sites has not yet been maximised and the company will increasingly explore the 

potential to: 

 Share and integrate operations to release assets for commercial use 

 Increase commercial activities from operational sites 

 Work in partnership to identify new sites or locations that will reduce costs or 

increase commercial potential 

5.4. Ubico brought forward proposals in 2019-20 offering a re-designed procurement and 

vehicle management process for shareholders who would benefit from savings made due to 

Ubico’s increasing procurement expertise. This has not yet been approved. 

 

6. Investment 

6.1. Shareholders have invested significant amounts of capital to support operational service 

delivery – largely in vehicles and plant equipment that are used to meet agreed 

specifications. However, investment for commercial return thus far in Ubico has been 

minimal.  

6.2. To realise income opportunities investment is needed into a dedicated bid team to take 

advantage of the numerous opportunities available in the commercial market. 

6. 3. Ubico is continuing to look to explore the potential to deliver a more commercial and 

integrated commercial waste service. An initial stage in this development may be to invest in 

a pilot to develop an existing trade waste service operating from Swindon Road Depot to 

enable the testing and development of the appropriate technology and equipment to deliver 

a more sophisticated and customer focussed service. This project has been delayed due to 

Covid-19. 

 

7. People 

7.1. Legislative changes to pension schemes increased the overall contributions that 

employees are required to make to their pensions, should they choose to remain in their 

stakeholder pension scheme. Ubico believes the company pension should be part of an 

overall package that attracts staff and encourages them to remain with the company. To 

support this Ubico matched the level of contribution (4%) that its employees must make. 



7.2. A new company wide code of conduct, gifts and hospitality & register of interests was 

implemented to embed a more consistent staff culture. 

7.3. Drivers remain difficult to recruit due to a very competitive job market; Ubico paid a 

market supplement of 7.5% to attract drivers and worked with a local training provider to 

form an apprenticeship scheme where existing employees were trained as LGV drivers. 

 

8. Future of Swindon Road Depot 

8.1. As stated above, reviewing depot provision remains a key area of activity for the 

company. It has been identified that future property growth will place added pressure on the 

Swindon Road depot, increasing congestion and vehicle movement on site. While the 

existing depot has served CBC (and TBC) well, the current depot will require investment if it 

to remain fit for purpose for the size of the operation as well as maintaining the highest 

standards of health and safety and compliance. 

8.2. Ubico is committed to supporting TBC & CBC in exploring alternative depot locations 

that will aim to: 

 Accommodate future growth in operations 

 Increase efficiencies 

 Have in-built infrastructure to sustainable fleet options e.g. electric vehicles 

 Allow for commercial expansion 

Deliver a more coherent and joined-up approach to collection and disposal of waste and 

recycling. 

 

9. Ubico Operational Update 

9.1. All waste collections were affected by a change in management in the autumn but a vast 

improvement has been seen in the following months. The outbreak of Covid-19 at the end of 

the year saw a slight rise in missed collections as staff became unavailable. 

9.1.1. Food Waste Collections 

9.1.2. Food waste collections are the busiest collection service making an average of 

170,000 collections a month. The requirement for an additional vehicle on some days  due to 

the increased uptake of this service is being shown by operatives working in excess of their 

contracted hours and in some cases being unable to complete the collections on the 

scheduled day. 

9.2. Residual & Recycling Collections 

9.2.1 These services were designed to have capacity to accommodate the growth in housing 

from April 2017. By March 20 the service is almost halfway through the seven year cycle and 

the capacity has reduced the collection rounds are constantly being monitored to make sure 

they remain balanced and 2020-21 may see some minor tweaks such as collection day 

changes for a small number of properties to ensure collections are made on the scheduled 

day. 



9.2.2. In June 2019 Gloucestershire County Council changed the disposal point for residual 

waste from the Landfill site at Stoke Orchard to the new Energy from Waste plant at Javelin 

Park. Ubico worked with TBC & GCC to ensure this change was seamless.  

9.3. Garden Waste Collections 

9.3.1 This service has seen an increase in both the weight collected leading to the third 

vehicle being utilised all year round 

9.3.2. During the weeks following Xmas the garden waste crews operate the tree-cycle 

scheme and collect trees from various points (usually garden centres) around the borough 

as well as from the kerbside. This maximises the amount of trees diverted from landfill and 

gives all residents a good service. 

9.4. Bulky Collections 

9.4.1. Ubico operates this service but TBC have kept control of the scheduling. 

9.4.2. Issues such as routing and the size of items collected are still having an impact on the 

ability to complete the scheduled collections. Ubico and TBC have worked in partnership to 

reduce these issues and this is becoming less and less of a problem. 

9.4.3. In 2020-21 Ubico will be assisting their TBC partners to identify more efficient methods 

of working that will maximise the amount of waste collected that is able to be recycled. 

9.5. Street Cleansing 

9.5.1. The development of new housing and roads throughout the borough has seen an 

increase in the requirements of TBC of the street cleansing team, this has so far been 

absorbed into the current service with a review currently being carried out to ensure all 

crews are working to maximise efficiency 

9.5.2. As well as reviewing working practices the location of all litter bins has been mapped 

and assessed to ensure that they are in suitable locations for receiving the waste and that 

manual handling is kept to a minimum. 

9.5.3. Cleaning up during and after events such as Tewkesbury Mop and Medieval Festival 

was carried out with a minimum of disruption to residents and event goers. 

9.5.4. Ubico will work with TBC officers in 2020-21 to utilise all available technology that will 

enable real time information on rounds to be communicated to customer relations teams and 

to enable responses to issues to be timely and limit the need for residents to contact TBC.  

9.6. Grounds Maintenance (GM) 

9.6.1. All parks, verges and TBC owned land received the scheduled amount of grass 

cutting. 

9.6.2. The disruption at the start of the previous year was not repeated. 

9.6.3. Work has been carried out in partnership between TBC & Ubico to map out all areas 

that TBC has a responsibility to maintain. This information has been digitised to enable it to 

be updated more easily as the collected information dictates. 

9.6.4. A work management system to collate and schedule work has been developed which 

allowed a more efficient approach to the work resulting in more winter works such as 

clearance to be carried out. 



9.6.5. Further members of staff have received Arborist training which will allow the tree risk 

assessment programme to progress.  

 

10 Health & Safety 

10.1 All Risk Assessments and Safe Working Practices were reviewed as normal through 

the year with the company activity register being updated when required. 

10.2 All staff received refresher training covering basic induction, bin lift operation, use of 

reversing assistants, manual handling along with task specific training to maintain their 

safety. 

10.5 Drivers continue to receive the 7 hours of mandatory Driver CPC training each year. 

Ubico procured a contract with a dedicated driver training company allowing a wide range of 

courses to be chosen which are applicable to the tasks carried out. 

10.4 All drivers have received at least an annual driver assessment with those involved in 

accidents being assessed more frequently. 

10.5. 2020-21 will see the roll out of a driver handbook detailing all policies that drivers need 

to be aware of. Policies include Safe, Defensive and Economical (Eco) Driving, Vehicle 

Condition, Checks, Servicing and Defects, Reversing Vehicles and Incident Reporting. 

 

11. Fleet Operations 

11.1. Fleet operations consolidated its position within Operations with the appointment of a 

new Head of Fleet Operations.  

11.2. Workshop staff were consulted on a change of working patterns enabling vehicles to 

be serviced and inspected out of core working hours to reduce the need for hire vehicles.  

11.3. Ubico’s compliance team undertake a quarterly Fleet audit to ensure compliance with 

separate help days to assist the operations team. During the year the score rose from 89.8% 

to 93.2%, this improvement was made possible by closer scrutiny of driver pre-use vehicle 

safety checks and defect reporting. 

11.4. During 2019-20 the workshops were updated with the addition of a separate MOT bay 

for small vehicles making space available for a new roller Brake tester to meet the updated 

guidelines from DVSA   

11.5 2020-21 will see the introduction of a fleet management system which will allow all work 

carried out on vehicles to be more accurately recorded 

 

12. Future Plans 

12.1. Many plans and projects due to be commenced in 2020-21 have been delayed due to 

covid-19. Keeping the Front line services running will be the priority as Ubico and TBC adjust 

to the new normal and great credit must go to the front line teams who have worked through 

both lockdowns to great praise. 

 



12.2. Ubico will continue to work closely with TBC to identify areas of efficiency and income 

generation; costings have already been put forward for various projects and while Ubico will 

suggest new ways of working it will always remain TBC’s ultimate decision on which course 

to follow. 

12.3 Current tasks continuing to be worked on include Street Cleansing, and vehicle 

procurement. Collaborative working with other partners will be at the forefront of all projects. 

12.4. 2020-21 will see the introduction of a Ubico training department, this will initially 

concentrate on the training of existing staff but it is planned to offer training to third party 

companies bringing in an income to all Ubico shareholders. 

12.5. Ubico will work on a project in 2020-21 to explore the possibility of Gloucester City 

Council becoming a shareholder in Ubico when their current provider’s contract ends in 

2022. 


